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T HE school-boy looks with .suspicions eye on many
things; but for him most difficult of all to fathom

is the overmastering succession of emotions that swayed
an Athenian audience in the theatre. 'Such an exhibition,'
thinks he, 'befits only children.' Mark the won1 'befits,'
for it gives an indication of the root of the matter.

This is an era of play-acting; but comedy and tragedy,
thongh they can always find producers and an audience,
yet fail to move. Comedy, it is true, raises a laugh; but
that laugh is prompted by the grosser sense, and the finer
insinuation and more real appeals make no visible im
pression. Who has ever wept at a tragedy acted in our
Schoolroom? Once indeed the incredible lHtppened, and
simplicity, ignorant and heedless of convention, refused to
set artificial bounds to sympathy; but such an infringement
of decorous restraint will not lightly occur again.

What is the reason for this apparent hardness of tem
perament? Just as the man .who has risen slightly in the
social scale, wishes to assert his new status, and breaks off
flll intercourse with his former compumons, that no one
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may suspect him of being a parvenu; so -the boy, only
yesterday a child, hastens to assume his new dignities and
cast off all the habits that are associated with childhood.
Among them for some reason he numbers emotion, and
consequently hides all his feelings behind un impenetrable
dis~uise. Perhaps there is little harm in this, but the evil
strikes deeper. The effect of masl,ing the emotions is to
suppress them altogether. Hence comes the attitude of
mind which takes everything for granted, and relegates
enthusiasm to those who are childish e~lOugh to harbour it.

In the world of politics and literature emotion is out of
fashion, and the intellect is in vogue. Everything must be
brought beneath· the exact scrutiny of brain. Science de
fines things too high for comprehension, and tries to explain
away all the mysteries we love. But the end must come.
The world will one day come face to face with a S{leer brain,
and shudder at the sight. Off with the mask then, before
it is too late, and let the emotions have their natural play.

SCHOOL NOTES.

At the end of last term there was a big gathering of O.SS.
who came for the O.S. Match, the Concert, and the House
Suppers, which, with the exception of Mr. Ross', took place as
usual on the last Monday.

Balbus by the Workshop still builds busily. A solid founda
tion for the extension of the ~hapel has been laid, only this
operation lurks in mystery behind wooden palings. However
there is no hiding the fact that the New Masters' Common
~oomand Suites are already flaunting liles and chimneys.
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\Ve were very glad to see much of a distinguished O.S. at the
beginning of term. 1\1r. Rix, la~ely returned from India, placed
himself in the breach caused by Mr: Rolleston's illness.

We welcome Mr. Mortimer, who has joined the Staff.

Congratulations to the Captain of Football, G. E. R. Bastin,
on his house (Carey's) winning the Three-Cock, with the aid of
Fox's, by 51 points to 8.

Congratulations 10 Carey's on winning the Thirds in con
junction with Elderton's by 55 points to 8.

vVe are looking forward to the Boxing and Gym. v. Downside,
an annual event calling up many memories, which takes place
shortly.

vVe print elsewhere a letter from H. B. Stallard.

A Meteorological Society is being formed by VV. H. Hubert.

It was with extreme regret and a considerable shock that we
learnt the death of T. P. Geoghegan, of Downside. He was
much liked by all those Shirburnians whom he had met person
ally, and everyone here knew of him by repute as a remarkable
all-round athlete.

\Ve have been visited by Inspectors, but there has been
nothing strained or artificial in our attitude as suggested by our
Public Schools' experts.
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SCHOOL OFFICERS.

[FEBRUARY,

Head of the School

Captain of Games

Editors of Shirburllian

School Pr!?fects

Captain of Cricket, 1921

Captain of Boxing

Captain of Fives ...

VALETE.

H. N. de Villiers
G. E. R. Bastin

H. N. de ViIliers
D. a. H. Holland
H. N. de Villiers
R. \V. Baker-BeaU
W. R. L. Hayman
G. E. R. Bastin
D. a. H. Holland
E. D. G. Hooper
P. ]. Chellew

H. C. Partridge
H. C. Partridge
H. N. de ViIliers

The following have t~ft :-
S. G. WOOLMER (b)-Lower VIth Form; School Prefect;

1st XV, 1918-19-20-21, Captain, 1920-21; Sergeant in
a.T.e.; Gym. Colours; Senior Class Leader with Badge;
Trebles; Boxing Colours.

]. A. GOULD (f)-Lower VIth Form; Sergeant in a.T.e.;
Senior Class Leader with Badge.

E. \V. HANCOCK (d)-Lower VIth Form.
A. E. VERNON (g)---Lower VIth Form.
]. D. REAR (d)-Lower VIth Form.
P. D. ~EAN (b)-Lower VIth Form; 2nd XV.

A. R. BOND (a)-XXX Blazer; Corporal in a.T.e.
]. E. PITTs-TvCKER (a)-2nd XV; Colts' Cap; Senior Class

Leader with Badge; Boxing Badge.
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H. P. MACKLEY (g).
D. E. GRIFFIN (g)-1st XV, 1919-20-21; 1st XI, 1919-20;

Gym. Colours; Senior Class Leader with Badge; Trebles.
]. N. FRASER (a).
D. N. BRAKSPEAR (g)-1st XV, 1920-21; Colts' Cap; Trebles.

]. O. H. TRIPP (f)-Trebles; VIII.
M. T. KENNET (c).
C. G. KESTELL-CORNISH (a).

THOUGHT-BUILDING.
[Reprinted from The Observer.]

If mind still mould the body, as ancient sages say,
And I can drill
My thoughts at will
Their master to obey,
(For thoughts be willing labourers, nor strike for time

or pay)
So rid me of the rubble,
The wood, the hay, the stubble,
That loose my life's foundations, and make the fabric

sway;
If I can unthink hatred, fling half-beliefs aside,
Make haste to put on gentleness, and cast the rags of

pride; .
o then with love for ladder, and faith to hold the hod,
From the clay of pure desire
Baked firm in spirit-fire,
Slow-lifted from the ground at first, but mounting high

and higher,
Brick by brick, I shall be building a fit temple for my

God.
JAMES RHOADES.
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THE JOURNEY TO SLEEP.

[FEBRUARY,

Along the humming dormitories flare
The gasjets 01t the red-rugged beds.
A nd groups of boys with tousled heads

For life's recurring interval prepare.

Tlte gas roars out, and lot tlte windowed moolt
Throws shadow-crosses on the walls,
And on my muffled ear there falls

A desultory taUl that's over soon.

And now, alld now, the jitful half-dreams come.

Onwards, onwards we go
Swirling, endless as snow,
Lift and eddy and flow
To the soft white arms of the earth.

What noise? 'Tis but a creahing door,
I long to drift 01t as before.

Come. Mother, white Earth-Mother, draw me hor.:e!

Onwards, onwards we sweep,
Past where sea-ripples creep
Over the breathing deep;
Through the air ever roaming
Over the beach of the gloaming
Whirling, swirling along,
Floating, myriads strong,
Up through the Valley of Song,
Where are domes of Fragrance and Mirth.
Onwards, upwards we sweep
Till we poise o'er the Chasm of Sleep.
See, oh see! on the Hill of Night
Across the chasm, are sheep, like white
Straying stars of shimmering light.
Mother, Earth-Mother! we hear their bells
Chiming sweet from your silver dells;
Elfin chiming that calls us down,
Down the airs from the mountain crown.
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Mother, oh mother! we hear the call,
\Ve siilk, we dwindle, we flow, we fall,
Down to the cloud-wrapped Best of All
Hest,
Hest on thy soft white breast,

7

Outside TWEL VB tolled SIOlO the rich-tOlled tellor bell
Across the streets of silvered cots,
Across the yeomall's ordered plots

Till o'er tlle shilli1lg fields its chimillg fell.

--!- !I_
@bttnur)].

P. H. HARSTON. Percival Hanbury Harston
died at Lyndale, Charlton Kings, near Cheltenham,
on the 7th of January, after a long illness. He had
been unwell for over a year, and confined to his bed
for fifteen weeks prior to his death. He was born
at Tamworth Vicarage in 1850; he was one of five
brothers, sons of the late Rev. Edward Harston,
formerly vicar of Tamworth, and subsequently of
Sherborne. He was educated at Sherborne with
several of his brothers, between the years of 1860
and 1865, in Dr. Harper's time. After considerable
banking experience in London and the l\Iidlands,
he became, early in 1890, manager of Lloyd's Bank,
Stafford, and later he held the office of County
Treasurer for the period of thirty years. He always
kept a lively interest in the School, to which he was
devoted. His son, \Vilfred \Velchman Harstoll,
now a subaltern in the Dorsets, was in the School
House 1913-17.
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O.S. NEWS.

[FEBRUARY,

By the R.M.G. Magazine and Record we see that C. F. C.
Carr-Ellison (Carey's) 'did not get a Blue on account of injury.
Best forward on the field against the London Scottish.' At
Sandhurst, too, R. G. G. Harvey (Ross') won the Novices'
Bantam-vVeights.

D. J. A. Fletcher (S.H.) has again distinguished himself by
winning the Mile and Three Miles for Corpus (Camb.)

The King has appointed General Sir Charles Carmichael
Monro, G.e.B., G.e.s.I., G.C.M.G., A.D.e., General, to be Bath
King of Arms, in the room of the late Admiral of the Fleet
Sir George Astley Callaghan, G.e.B., G.e.v.o.

MUSICAL SOCIETY.

The Christmas Concert on the last night of last term must be
briefly described. I t was indeed by no means one of the
Society's remarkable efforts, but we think that a certain heavi
ness which pervaded the scene in spite of the splendid throng
of 0.55. was due mainly to the horrid atmosphere of the room.
We had had many cold days and on this night by great en
deavours the furnace had been heated one seven times hotter
than it was wont to be heated. But unfortunately the evening
turned out like the evenings all through the holidays quite mild
and muggy. Hence languor, puffings, restlessness and other
influences hostile' to music.

The Christmas Carol beloved by some, disliked by ~thers, did
not occupy its usual place at the outset, but immediately pre
ceded the School Football Song. This arrangement produced
a sort of curious echo to· the dramatic contrasts in the Tannhauser
(also beloved by some, but not by others) in which you get
daemons and holy men mingling their strains. It will of course
be understood that no offence is meant to football players; it is
not even implied that they are' muddied oafs.' Still, the con
trasts were impressive.

•
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In No. 3 the solid worth of the music was noteworthy, and
the careful if not very impressive playing. The unsupported
quartet was in fact a new thing, and the modesty of the players
was delightful. \"ihatever may be the musical merits of No. 4
the present reviewer cannot bring himself to praise the words.
Is not the general tone of sublime condescension reminiscent of
the way in which Auncient Pistol treats the Frenchmen in
Henry Vth? .

Elgar's music is always acceptable. There was the familiar
Part Song The Dance, and Pomp and Circumstance No. 4 and· •
a lovely Chanson de Matin. Perhaps the best playing of the
band was heard in the majestic minuet from Mozart's Jupiter
Symphony. The band was rather elaborately reinforced. Are
we wrong in saying they were sometimes not in tune, probably
because of what has been before noted?

In spite of the crowd of a.ss. many seats were unoccupied.
This seems to us a pity, for the choir sings better to a full room,
and empty seats always depress the spirits of the audience as
well as those of the singers.

PROGRAMME.

1 March-(a) Pomp and Circumstance No 4
(b) Chanson de Matin

2 Selection from Tannhauser

3 Quartet-The Golden Sonata

4 Part Song-The Battle of the Baltic

5 (a) Minuet from Samson
(b) Minuet from the Jupiter Symphony

6 Part Song-The Dance

7 Solemn Christmas Carol

8 School Song-Football Song

Carmen ...

God save the King.

} Elgar

\Vag11er

Furcell

...C.R. Lloyd

Halldel
llfozart

Elgar

{
].R.

L.N.P.

J ].R.
l L.N.P.

{
E.M.V.
L.N.P.
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A[<CHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[FEBRUARY,

On February 5th, l\Tr. \V. ]. Goodrich gave a lecture in the
Big School room on 'Pompeii.' After describing briefly the
geography and history of the surrounding district, the lecturer
showed many slides illustrating the public buildings and
topography of the buried city. During the last twenty minutes
he' discussed the religions represented in Pompeii, ending with
an interesting description of the domestic architecture of a

• 'Roman town. Altogether we spent a most delightful hour.

This is one of the few lectures given before the Society, which
is at all in keeping with its name. Could not something be done
to bring Archaeology more into the Society's activities?

ORGAN AND VOCAL RECITAL.

FEBRUARY 12TH, IN THE ABBEY.

MR. \V. E. WEARDEN AND MR. P. E. H. PARRY-jONES.

PROGRAMME.

Second Organ Concerto, B flat major

Choral Preludes-(a:} St. Peter
(h) Martyrdom

Arioso-' For the mountains shall depart'

Toccata, Adagio and Fugue, C major

Priere de l'Oratorio de Nod

Litany-' Rest in Peace' .

Fourth Sonata, D minor .

Halldel

Darke
Parry

liTe1Ulelssolm

Bach

St. Saclls

Schubert

Guilmallt

Mr. \Vearden and 1\1r. Parry-jones, thanks to the Archae
ological Society, gave us a most enjoyable hour.
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Mr. Wearden's treatment of his organ pieces, in several cases
extremely difficult, was excellent. It is unfortunate that the
organ is of such ancient design, as at times the complete enjoy
ment of the music was marred by the rattle of the pedals and
the noise of stops being changed; but except for this, whi!:;h
was not in any way the fault of the performer, the organ music
was admirable.

Mr. Parry-Jones in his vocal items, excelled, his voice sound
ing delightful, as it rang out from the organ loft, now loud, now
subdued, filling the whole of the Abbey.

, Lord, quench this furious flame!
Arise~run-helpput out the same! '

The above is the motto of the Sherborne fire-bell, a bell
which has passed through adventures so far exceeding its motto
in peculiarity and interest, that a certain Rev. Richard Cutler,
M.A., was constrained to write an article about it in the Parish
l\lagazine. The document is now in the possession of Mr.
King, the verger of the Abbey, by whose courtesy we print the
following extract :-

, It must be kept in mind that the English houses in the 16th
and 17th centuries were in much greater danger of fire, because
the material with which they were built was for the most part
of wood, and therefore easy of combustion, and the more
combustible was the house, the longer it had been standing.
Now-a-days these dry wooden buildings have all but disappeared
in Sherborne. Old inhabitants remember such houses, and
indeed I myself saw, in early days, when a boy at the King's
School, a row of old shambling tenements on what is now the
Parade, in Cheap Street, more especially Noah's Ark, a ricketty,
gabled huxter's shop, the antiquated mansion of Mother Tibbs:

Incipe l\Iaenalios mecum, mea tibia, versus
Begin Sherbornian tales with me, my Tibby.

Yes-Mother Tibbs! She was a character in her day. A
lonely widow with an only son, a tall, handsome, light-haired
stripling, 'prentice to a glazier: .but he boarded with his mother,
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a tall, gaunt woman about sixty, in the Ark. She was not a
little proud of her handsome boy, and turned him out on
Sunday with a frilled shirt and snowy cravat, the very glass of
Fashion. It was refreshing to watch mother and son, when the
great Bell tolled, wending their way to the Abbey Church
the dame with a neat widow's cap under a sober black bonnet,
and her prayer-book wrapped in a white handkerchief. Such
was the custom in those old-fashioned times. Sunday was
their Festival, the day of holy rest and quiet enjoyment! The
Ark, on other days of the week, was all bustle and confusion.
The busy huxter was incessantly dealing out to her customers,
and among them the boys from the King's School, fresh eggs,
pats of butter and slices of cheese, common fruits and small
eatables of all kinds. Especially, I remember, we loved to
purchase sausages and to cook them for ourselves at the school
room fire, with a penny brick, a little loaf of white bread so
called from its ceramic shape. The keen appetite of a school-boy
is 'sauce piquante,' so we snapped up these orts from the Ark,
as most delicious viands, doubly delicious from having cooked
them ourselves. The Fire Bell at Sherborne has been very
seldom heard during the present century. Once, about fifty
years ago, tile dismal clang roused the inhabitants at the dead
of night for a great conflagration at the Swan, and the Inn itself
with all it; thatched stabling and outhouses behind, were level
with the ground before the morning, but, luckily .. .'

So ends the document to which we have had access. Its
date is apparently the end of April, 1863. The Ark, therefore,
must have flourished about one hundred years ago.

THE ORDEAL.

For weeks past he had dreamt of this moment. It had
haunted him in the dark hours of the night, he had conjured up
visions of it by day. He had struggled •... he had struggled

. manfully to drive away this cold fear which clawed at his heart.
And now the moment had come Alone, defenceless,

he stood up, a pitifully forlorn and insignificant figure in the
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'vastness of this awe-inspiring place. He stood bathed in a pale
suffusion of light; in the surrounding gloom he could see lofty
pillars disappearing into dim obscurity. The eerie stillness of
the place terrified him, yet he could hear the subdued breathing
of countless human beings in the shadows around him, watch
ing,·watching, watching. . . .. He was paralysed with fear of
the Unknown. He glanced at the man beside him he was
on his knees, his face covered with his hands he was
praying. He too prayed. There flashed before his tortured
mind dim recollections of his innocent childhood-his mother
with her gentle loving ways, his father, always so ready to help
him. . . . . . .. He was past their aid now. He had never
imagined he would come to this. . . . .. For weeks past he
had seen tortured souls, such as he, rise up in this house of
mystery and foreboding-they had spoken, some in fear and
trembling, some cool and indifferent. . . .. But all had failed.

He had seen the relentless faces of this vast audience light
up with pitiless exultation.

\Vas he too to fail ?
\Vith an effort he pulled himself together; he spoke, slow

and halting. As he proceeded his confidence increased, his
words flowed more clearly and easily. His hungry listeners
were amazed. They had not expected this ..... he was so
young. \Vith a supreme effort he braced himself, and in a
fearless tone pronounced the awful words: 'The King's most
excellent Majesty.' . . . .. And then a roaring torrent seemed
to overwhelm him. His ears were buzzing, his brain was on
fire ..... ! He had succeeded! ! ! ..... !

D.G.H.

CHARACTERS OF THE XV., 1920-21.

S. G. WOOLMER (1918-19-20). A keen and painstaking
captain, though lacking leadership on the field. Powerful and
heavy, he improved considerably in open play. A good place
kick. (Has left).

G. E. R. BASTIN (1919-20-21). \Vith greater pace and con
trol in dribbling should become a first-class forward. Has been
invaluable both in the scrimma~eand in the loose. (Is leaving),
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T. G. DEVITT (1919-20-2l). He has on occasions shown
flashes of brilliancy, but considering his pace, hands and kick
ing ability, has proved disappointing. \Vould perhaps do better
on the wing.

L. C. LEWIS (1919-20-21). A strong and hard-working for
ward. Very useful in tight scrimmages. (Is leaving).

D. E. GRIFFIN (1919-20). A somewhat variable wing
three-quarter. Fast and heavy, and a good kick with either foot
was on his day a dangerous player. Indulged too freely in
'speculators' instead of going down to rushes. (Has left).

H. C. PARTRIDGE (1920-21). With more weight and strength
would excel as a centre. Has good hands, swerve and know
ledge of the game, but weak often in tackling and kicking. (Is
leaving). .

W. E. TUCKER (1920-21). A strongly built and heavy for
ward, who improved fast up to a point and then hung fire. The
neatness will come and if he adds dash to it in the loose and the
line-out, he- will become a class forward.

O. A. ST ]. DAWNAY (1920-21). Hooked with very fair
success generally. Sometimes showed up prominently in short
rushes. (Is leaving.)

D. B. GAYE (1920-21) Owing to injuries played in few
matches. A quick start combined with a baffling swerve often
led up to a brilliant attack, but in tackling, kicking and passing
he has much to learn. .

C. R. HONNYWILL (1920-21). A much improved forward,
who always plays hard, but needs much more' devil.'

C. R. FAVELL (1920-21). A light but very strenuous for
ward. Often conspicuous in the front of a rush. (Is leaving).

H. A. \VHITEHEAD (1920-21). A young and promising in
half. Good with his feet and in stopping a rush. Needs to
learn the finer arts of the game and to nurse the touch-line.

D. N. BRAKSPEAR (1920). A hard worker in tight scrim
mages and occasionally prominent at the line-out. (Has left).

H. G. ]ENKINS. Too slow at present for a wing three
quarter, and, in spite of a stroFlg hand-off, was generally tackled
before he got under weigh. A good kick and moderate tackler.

H. G. GRAY-SON. A full back in the making: an absolute
essential is greater pace.
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FOOTBALL.

IS

SCHOOL v. OLD SHIRBURNIANS.

This match \vas played on the last Saturday of last term.
For the first few minutes the opposing scrum pressed the School
hard, but from a line-out the School forwards had the ball back
to their three-quarters, and a bout of passing ended in a try
being scored. Later however the visitors after a forward rush
managed to equalise. After this the play swung backwards and
forwards from one half of the field to the other, the result being
slightly in fav~mr of the School. •

After half-time the scoring became more rapid; but the attack
of the visitors soon lost its sting, and the better training of the
School forwards began to tell. Towards the end of the game
they gave their outsides several chances which were mostly
taken.

For t"he visitors P. E. H. Parry-Jones and H.R. Patterson
were conspicuous in the grovel, and Prevost at stand-off half
played a magnificent game. For the School Devitt and Partridge
made the most of their chances, the former scoring three times.

0.55. v. H.M.S. W ARSPITE.

Played on the last Monday of term. Including two of the
School three-quarter line the 0.5. XV proved too strong for
their opponents and won fairly easily. The forwards, ex
cellently led by Parry-Jones were far superior in the open and,
heeling well also, gave their backs-among whom Prevost, Davis
and Partridge were perhaps the best-many chances of which
they make good use.

Of a good pack Parry-Jones, Howell, H. Paterson and Gurney
were always prominent, while Smyth made a successful debut
at full back.

TWO-COCK.

Played between School House and Ross's and Carey's on the
Lower on December 11th.
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A frost the night before had made the ground somewhat
treacherous and the ball was slightly greasy, but not sufficiently
so to handicap the accurate handling of it.

From the start the House pressed and kept the School in
their own half. For the first ten minutes the ball came
repeatedly out on their side of the grovel and only adequate
defence by the School threes prevented a score. Three free
kicks were awarded against the School for lying on the ball too
long, but Garrett failed with a placed goal in each case. After
this the School recovered and kicking by lVIedwin and Stevens
brought play to the other end of the ground. A ding-dong
struggle ensued in which each side was alternately prominent.
The House adopted' kick and follow-up' tactics, but the kicks
were not high enough to be successful. lVIedwin and Kellock
put in some good work for the School and they pressed again,
but Fletcher relieved matters and the game was forced back in
to mid-field. Half-time saw the House attacking again.

On resumption of play a good kick by King put the School
on the attack again and a bout of passing almost resulted in
Stock getting over, but he was well collared. The School for
wards were doing well in the loose and forced the House to
touch down. Following on this the game was of what critics
call the' give-and-take' variety, both sides relieving alternately
with kicking. de Ward brought off a good run for the. House,
but Stallard was prominent in dribbling the ball back. After
an attack by Daunt the School forwards broke away and, the
House back failing to gather the ball, Napier touched down.
Stallard converted (5-0). The House then attacked vigorously
and Brady was well- tackled near the line by Medwin. Shortly
aftenvards Edgington brought off the best individual piece of
work in the game, cutting in and scoring between the posts.
The kick was awaited with breathless excitement, but Norris
failed by a few inches, after which the whistle blew for' no-side.'

The game was good and keen, tho1Jgh the standard of play
was not high. Edgington's try stood out alone. Both sides
were inclined to kick rather too much, but the House especially
so in the first half. The House grovel seemed to be the heavier
and secured the ball five times out of six in the tight scrums,
but the School were superior in the loose. The House were
better outside and their combination more marked, the School
being somewhat handicapped by a slow scrum-half. For the
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winners Kellock, Bayliss, Cooke and Sharp were the best of the
forwards, while Stock, Napier and King played well behind the
scrum. Steven's kicking was of great service. For the losers
Smallwood, Garrett mi. and J ermyn were conspicuous in the
pack and Edgington and Gordon outside.

School-Medwin; T. R. Stock, King, Napier, Cobden
Ramsey; Stallard, Stevens; H. L. Cooke, H. E. Bayliss, J. G.
Kellock, Oldfield, \\Tood, Hughes, Sharpe, Lindsay-Smith.

School House-Gordon; Brady, Bond, de Ward, Fletcher;
Horsford, Edgington; J. L. P. Norris, Garrett mi., Garrett ma.,
Maxwell, Jermyn, Binney, Young, Smallwood.

SENIORS.

PRELIMINARY ROUNDS.

CAREY'S v. ROSS'S (January 26th).

A very keen game ended in Carey's defeating Ross's by
17 points to 4-.

Soon after the beginning of the game Young scored a beauti
ful drop goal and gave Ross's an initial advantage. Carey's
answered by scoring two tries through Partridge and Jenkins,
one of which was converted.

After half-time a keen battle was fought between the oppos
ing scrums. Carey's after being repeatedly hard-pressed in
their own twenty-five forced the ball into their opponents'
territory and scored three times more through Jenkins {twice}
and Tucker.

Ross's played a very energetic and plucky game against a
strong side.

CAREY'S v. FOX'S.

This round resulted in a win for Carey's by 4-2 points to nil.
Fox's scrum played a good game and their efforts were well
seconded by their scrum-half; their backs however were slower
an_d much less experienced than their opponents; notable ex-
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ceptions was Armstrong who seemed ubiquitous, and Grayson
who several times came to the relief with good kicks. Carey's
tries were scored by Tucker (2), Sharpe ma: (2), ]enkins (3),
Partridge ma. (2), Gaye, Bryant, Partridge mi. As is evident
from the number of tries scored, the place-kicking was a failure.

CAREY'S v. DUNKIN'S.

Played on the Lower, Carey's towards Yeovil. A fine
dribble by Bastin from the half-way line resulted in a try for
Carey's within the first five minutes. This was typical of the
whole game. Dunkin's were badly out-classed by the huge
Carey's team, whom they were opposing with a side actually
weaker than their]unior's'last term: nor was this all, for in the
middle of the first half ]erram had to leave the field with a
broken nose: however they put up a hard game till the end,
Bax and Betts being conspicuous. For Carey's, Bastin ma.,
Tucker ma., and Sharpe ma., played well forward, while
Partridge ma., was certainly on his day outside. 'Wind and
mud did not favour kicking. Carey's won by 13 tries 3 goals
(54 points) to nil.

THREE-COCK.

SCHOOL HOUSE v. CAREY'S AND FOX'S.

Played on the Lower on February 13th, and won by the
Out-houses by 51 points to 8.

Bastin kicked off for the School and the House opened the
game by a good open movement, but Edgington dropped a pass
from \Vallinger when the latter had made a nice opening. From
a loose scrum just outside the School twenty-five, the ball went
to Wallinger who cut through and gave a good pass to Devitt
at the right moment, and the latter scored between the posts
and kicked the goal. For the next ten minutes, the game was
fast, the School forwards bringing off some good rushes, but
they were sent back by 'good kicking by Phillips, \Vallinger and
Devitt. At this period the School backs were not playing well,
Gaye and]enkins both dropping passes when in good positions.
Partridge cut through, but was well tackled by Kestell-Cornish,
who unfortunately was damaged, and although he stayed on the
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field until just after the second half started, was not of much use.
Soon afterwards King cut through and scored a nice try, for
Shaw to goal. ,The School pressed again, but WalIinger brought
relief with a long kick, which Grayson returned very poorly.
The House pressed hard, but failed to score, Grayson stopping
Gordon two yards from the line. The School forwards took
the ball to the half-way line, and from a grovel heeled well.
The ball went out quickly to Jenkins who had a clear run until
he came to the full back, when he gave an inside pass to
Partridge who scored for Shaw to kick the goal. Shortly after
the kick-off the School were penalised for foot-up and Devitt
made a good effort to kick a penalty goal from near the half
way. After some scrambling play up and down the field, chiefly
noticeable for the dropped passes by the ,School wing three
quarters, Tucker scored near the corner flag, Shaw just failing
to convert. From the kick-off the House forwards reached the
School twenty-five, and Holland picking-up in the loose ran
well and sent Wallinger over for a nice try. Devitt failed to
convert, hitting the 'cross bar. Half-time came with the Out
houses leading by 13 points to 8.

D p to this point the 'game had been level, but during the first
half, the School's heavy pack had worn down the House for
wards, and the second half needs little description. Kestell
Cornish had to go off the field after five minutes, and the seven
House forwards could not hold the School eight. Bryant,
Jenkins, Partridge, Adamson, King, Honnywill and Gaye
scored for the School at regular intervals. \Vith the qception
of Devitt, \ValIinger and Phillips, the House tackling went to
pIeces.

The School forwards played a hustling game and executed
so&re good rushes, but were at times clumsy. Bastin led them
well and he and Tucker were the two best. Of the backs,
Partridge. King and Bryant were the best. Gaye had an off
day and \Vhitehead, behind winning forwards, did little. J enkins
ran strongly at times, but missed a number of chances in the
first half by fumbling. Grayson, at full back, was very bad in the
first half, and very good in the second. For the School House
Lewis, Holland, Garrett mi. and lIaxwell did well forward.
\Vallinger, Devitt and Phillips kicked well and these three did
good defensive work, as did Kestell-Cornish until he was
damaged, but the rest of the House outsides missed their man
time after time. \ValIinger and Devitt shewed pace and clever-
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ness in attack at the start of the game, but they had few chances
later. Shaw is to be congratulated on his place-kicking. He
converted nine out of eleven tries, and the two missed were
both good attempts at long range.

In general the tackling on both sides was poor, and if the
School football is to keep up its standard, this will have to be
remedied.

School-H. G. Grayson; H. G. Jenkins, H. C. Partridge,
King, F. C. Bryant; D. B. Gaye, H. A. Whitehead; G. E. R.
Bastin,W. :r;:. Tucker, O. A. Dawnay, C. R. Honnywill,\V. A. D.
Adamson, W. H. Hubert, F. H. B. Shaw, C. B. Sharpe.

School House-G. Kestell-Cornish; Gordon, T. G. Devitt,
A. T. Edgington, Brady; G. A. Wallinger, D. H. Phillips;
L. C. Lewis, D. O. H. Holland, Garrett mi., Foster, Garrett ma.,
Jermyn, Binney, Maxwell.

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors of The Shirbllrnian do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editor of The Shirburtlian.

RELAY RACING.

I noticed a letter in last summer term's Shirburnian complaining in an
off-hand way of • individualism' iu Athletic Sports.

I thoroughly agree with the author of this complaint. It is not the best
all round Hou~e that possesses one or eveu two outstanding athletes:
The question is, how can one make a school sports meeting into a team
contest instead of an individual one?

Very little interest is taken in the average school sports meeting for
several reasons. (a) Because nobody has the least idea how to run a race,
to jump, or put the shot uuless previously coached by au old athlete aud
(b) because there is nothing so boriug as watching a fellow competing
solely for himself.

I might have suggested the system on which the Inter-Varsity contest
at Queen's Club is ruu, namely the 1st and 2nd string scheme of pacing,
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100 yards).
150 ).
440 ).

but I do not think it practicable. But what I should like to suggest is the
complete scrapping of the present sports' programme, all prizes and cups,
&c., and the introduction of those most thrilling of all athletic contests,
Relay Races.

The Achilles Club, composed entirely of old Athletic Blues, which
doubtless some of you have read a great deal about in the papers, is
attempting to uplift the standard of this most ancient of all sports in
England and is arranging an annual Relay Meeting between the British
Empire and America, and besides this is hoping to send round teams to
compete with the biggt;r Public Schools' running .teams.

To anyone who saw' this year's meetiug at Queen's Club, or the Oxford
and Cambridge Relay Meeting at Fenners the other day, and heard the
tremendous enthusiasm of .several thousand spectators, there can be no
doubt that this kind of sport greatly appeals to British sportsmen.

In relay racing one gets from a man the most splendid and unselfish of
all qualities that a sportsman can possess, namely to use every atom of
strength for the benefit of one's team. There is no slackening when the
exacting moment comes for that final effort and no thought of one's own
discomfort when there are others to carry that baton throngh to the finish,
whils!'in individual running the winner need never run himself completely
ant, since there is only self to think of.

Surely something could be done to introduce Relay Racing- into
Sherhorne. Sherborne is noted for her pluck in games and this of all
games reqnires the most concentrated' guts' anyone can ever give. lam
certain that provided it was well supported by masters and senior boys in
the School it would be a success.

The question would naturally arise as to what distances should be run
and to what extent training should be carried. Personally I hold that it
is most injnrious to any boy under 16 to race over 300 yards ora' quarter.'
He has not the strength or stamina for the concentrated effort that the
long distance race demands of him, and also his muscles, not being set, are
liable to severe injury. For boys over 16 and up to 18 half-mile is

. sufficiently long enough. So that we have two limits for Junior and
Senior boys. The following should afford a very interesting programme:-

SENIORS. JUNIORS.
Quarter-mile (4. 100 yards). Quarter-mile (4.
Half-mile (4. 220 ). 600 yards (4.
One-mile (4. 440 ). Half-mile (4.
Two miles (4. 880 ). 480 yards low
480 yards,hurdles(4. 120 ,,). hurdles (4. 120 " ).

[To be run in heats and to and fro [To be run in heats and to and fro
taking alternate flights.] taking alternate flights.]

I say low hurdles (2~ feet high) for Jnniors, because a boy under 16 jf
presented with a full flight of high hurdles (3~ feet high) has to high jump
each hurdle without taking it in his strides.

A few words as to training. In my opinion a school boy is always fit,
sometimes overfit. His every day routine is exacting enough without
taking any more out of himself by vigorous running in the afternoon. He
may be able to last a distauce through beiug fit, but he cannot win a race
without a fast finish. Therefore the only training I should recommend' is
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• starts' and sprinting practice. Provided one eats plenty at meal times,
and not between meals, sleeps a lot and keeps cheery, one cannot help
being fit. The object of training for a race is store energy for a COn
centrated effort, and not to nse it np by going rnns before breakfast when
thelconstitntion is at its lowest ebb and generally making life miserable by
enduring privations.

Each House could hold its own trials and pick its respective teams in
the same manner as any other team is chosen. By doing this the non
athletic would be far more interested in the sports and the athlete himself
wonld consider that his efforts were not wasted on himself or on a footling
prize, bnt that he had given his best for his side.

H.B.S.

[We are very pleased to have received this letter and are only too sorry
that it arrived too late for the last Shirbltrnian.-ED.

Saharanpore,
December 18th, 1920.

Dear Sir,

The suggestion put forward by Mr. Hitch in his letter to you dated
July 8th, 1920, is really an excellent oue, and 1 would ask that it may be
carefully considered. Personally I would rather see the School Penny
than the School Crest on the pocket, but a blue blazer with something
• Sherborne' on the pocket is wanted. Out in the East, where the sun"
puts out some heat, colours fade very quickly, therefore I press for a blue
blazer.

Can you tell me if the idea of introducing a black line into the O.SS.
Colours has been taken up?

Yours truly,

A. COOPER.

Dear Sir,

Although considerably amused, we were also rather nonplussed on read
ing in your latest issue a certain illiterate" composition dealing with the
inspiring subject of Glaxo Babies. As a term of Sarcastic contempt, the
above epithet must to its recipients be withering in the extreme; but
surely the pages of a Sch'ool Magazine are not to be defiled by vitupera
tive abuse worthy of the columns of the Eatanswill Gazette and the pen
of a • Pott."

\Ve have watched the price of The Shirbltrnian steadily rise, and the
contents diminish equally steadily. Fat' be it from us to blame the Editor
for an accident which is a necessary outcome of prese~t high prices; but
one question we are constrained to ask :-Under circumstances which add
increased value to every'line of print, and which necessitate the exclnsion
of much important matter, such as accounts of House Matches from its
pages, is The Shirbltrnian justified in initiating a • Children's Corner.' ?
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Yours, etc.,

A correspondence column as a dignified means of expressing public
opinion is a most necessary adjunct to every periodical; but surely the
time has not yet come when this most sober and Grundyish of Magazines
is to be invaded by a host of Italics-Exclamation Marks-Block Capitals
just loosed from the columns of the Daily Mail.

Yours, etc.•

JOURNALESE IN EXTREMIS.

[The letter in question we believe, whatever its style. voiced a general
sentiment. However, we are surprised that so superior a critic can be
• considerably amused' by • a Children's Corner.'-ED.]

Dear Sir,

I may box soon against Downside: there is likewise the House Gym.
Cup to be competed for, which I take very seriously: I might also men
tion that I am looking forward to the Steeplechase and Point-to-Point. for
both of which I am already in training, especially as my house has a
reasonable chance of winning the latter event: I have entered my name
for the Fives' Competition: I may not be here next year, so I am using
all my spare time in preparing for a final shot at the V.A Longmuir.
Now I hear all my afternoons are to be taken up with-hockey! I do not
wish to grouse; but I fear that I have, in the language of an illustrious
poet,

STRUCK A BAD PATCH.

[\Ve hope that our comment beneath the next letter will relieve your
anxiety.-ED.]

Dear Sir.
There are rumours flitting about me to the effect that everyone is to play

hockey. A would-be boxer gymnast and runner, I live in daily fear of
my worst expectations beiug realised ..

•THE BUNJE-MAN.'

[Our correspondent may rest assured. At the Games' Committee meeting,
at the end of last term, it was decided that hockey should· be only for
those who are not wanted for anything else-such as fives, running,
etc.--ED.]
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The School House (a).

James' Curteis', Wood's, Whitehead's, \Vildman's, Carey's (h).
Tancock's, Wilson's, Dunkin's (e).

Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's (d).
Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (f).

Milford's, Ross's (g I.
O'Hanlon's (h).

Town (T).
Preparatory (Prep.).
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